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stuckmts working on the computer needed to be quiet in order to
prewmt otkers fran becoming distracted; and the aisle in fnxit of
the con:liter area was narrow and not suitable for grcup activities
around a =altar.

Men this kind of mismatcti occurs, it underscores the need far
those who design and carry cut instrimtionteachers, curriculum
developers, instructicnal designers, tminersto attend to the
physical setting in which instruction will occur and to think
seriously about the way design features can suppert or hinder
instructional goals (Weinstein, 1981). 'Boo often, discussions of
physical settings focus solely on lighting, acotstics, the size and
shape of the roan, and the location of electrical cutletsthe fixed
featuresand ignore environnental variables that can be manipulated
by users, like furniture arrangement, clarity of pathways through the
space, amenities, and pravisions for privacy.

As my student teacher's stcey suggests, one physical variable
that needs to be examined is seating arrangement and 44-s bract on
interacticn among students. We mist ask ourselves, "Giwn this
physical setting, how much interaction is likely to occur?" "Hai much
interaction do I wish to faster?" "Mat kinj of interaction do I wantto foster: conversation, group problem solving, tutoring?" "Haw do
I want the interwtion to flaw?" The answrs to these questions
should influenve the way we design the space and, in particular, the
seating arrangenent we choose. We knoe that different seating
arrangementshorseshoes, rows, clusters of desks, tablescan affect
interaction and task attention (Weinstein, 1984). IBtls consider
briefly about what is Imam about same of these cam= seating
arrangements.

A number of studies have cc:ware:I students' behavior when they'reseated in the traditional rcw-and-colutm arrangement with their
behavior when they're seated in clusters or around tables. Par
exartalet a 1983 study (Bennett and Blundell, 1983) placed 10- and
11-year-old students in a wall grow seating arrangement, then in
rags, then once again in grows. 'Ihe results indicated that the
amantity__QtAgaki2gligNIAIMAMW when stUelentS mare in raoler
although the quality of bPcrk remained the same. The teachers also
reported that there vms a noticeable improvement in classroom
behavior when the students ilere in was.

These findings are consistent with earlier work (Wheldall,
Morris, Vaughan, & Ng, 1981; Axelrod, Hall, & Tans, 1979)0 which
found that elementary students seated in row exhibited greater
on-task behavior than students clustered arcund tables. It seemsclear that when the instructional goal is to have students catplete
indivicIial tasks, it is =wise to place them in casters. In fact, Itell my students that it is Inimong to place students in clusters
and then tell. then that they may not interact. Whenever I see this
situation, I am reminded of Mil Jackson's (1968) very astute
conenents about life in elementary classroans:

....students must try to Wave as if they vmre in solitude, when
in point of fact they are not....in the early grades it is not
unconnicn to find students facing each other around a table while
at the same time being reguired not to connnunicate with eachother. These young pecple, if they are to becane successful
students, must learn how to be alone in a crowd. (p. 16)
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Cn the other hand, bthen the instructional goal aguingi students
to interact--for example, in cooperative learning situations and
large group discussionstables, clusters, squares, and circles are
definitely ;referable to rots. Peter Rosenfield, Nadine Lambert, and
Allen Black (1985) compared fifth- and sixth-graders" discussion
behavior in three arrangementsrows, clusters, and circles. They
found circles were better for discussion than clusters, and clusters
wme better than rows, which produced more withdrawal and off-task
behavior. One interesting observation was that the cluster
arrangement encouraged studentstx, raise their hands when they had a
comment, whereas students seated in circles nore often made
spontaneous "out-of-arder" comments.

Ws not difficult to see why arrangements like circles and
clu;tena muld be superior to rows foto discussion. Having
individuals sit face-to-face prcsiotes social interaction by providing
cppartunities for eye contact and non-verixacommication
gestures and facial expressions). Rime formations, on the other hand,
minimize social contact and thusbalp to focus individuals on the
tasks at:hand.

In addition to examining differenaes in interaction among' seating
arrangements, researchers have also looked at patterns of interaction
Kithin arrangements. For exanple, when individuals are seated in a
circle, they are most likely to make a comment immediately after an
individual seated directly across the circle, and they rarely speak
to persons beside them (Steinzor, 1950). Similarly, vim students
are seated in a square, there is more participation fron people
directly cfposite the instructor than franthceemet the sides, and
students sitting adjacent to the instructor genermlly remain silent
(Sommer, 1967). Again, greater opportunity for eye contmct and
non-verbal ozemiunication appear to be responsible far this pattern of
interaction.

A, comparable phenonencn oocurs in row-and-colunm arrangements.
The classic study in this area was done by /slams and Biddle in 1970.
These investigators found that students uto sat in the front and
center of the roan interacted most freguently with the teacher
(assuming the teacher was in the front and center of the rocm). The
effects were so dramatic that Mans and Biddle called this area the
"action zone." Apparently, the action zone phenomenon is not just a
matter of the more interested, nrre, eager students choosing seats in
the front. Although the research is not completely consistent, there
is evidence that even when seats are randanly assigned, those in the
front tend to participate more. Furthermore, research (schwebel &
Cherlin, 1972) has indiaMx,d that when elementary students are moved
up to the fewt, they became more attentive. Whether it is increased
eye contact with the teacher or the feeling that one is under closer
surveillanoe, a seat in the front-centar of the classroon does appear
to facilitate participation (see Montello, 1988, for an excellent
review of these studies).

In addition to influencing the flow of communication, seating
position may affect an individual's perceived leadership ability.
Howells and Becker (1962), for example, seated five-person grzups at
a rectangular table, with two people on one side and three people on
the other. Since the two individuals on one side could influence
three individuals, and those on the three-seat side could influence



only tux), the investigators hypothesized that members of the two
person side would emerge more frequently as leaders. The data
confirmed this prediction--14 people emerged as leaders from the
two-seat side, =cared with six from the three-seat side.

amt does all this wan far instructional design? me first
lesson is

nctiassalt_eaggamliadslmel withait Influence or Is Portanos.
Indeed, the physical setting will affect learners' behavior, whether
we intend it to or not in the instructional design. These effects
occur in tmoways--sgregtly, by the behaviors the setting allows, and
Indirealasar_entsakapar by the messages the setting omelimicates
about what behaviors are permitted, hai important learning is, and
what the rolas ct the learner and, teacher should be (Prodhansky &
Wale, 1974). Let me give an example. We know that if individuals
are seated facing each other in clusters, they are able to carry on a
discussion more easily than if they are seated apart from one another
in rows. Thus, discussion is anstly affected by the arrangement of
the setting. In addition, the arrangement may inanistly affect
behavior by conveying the message that the teacher values discussion
and collaboration, that students are isgmel to talk. If this is
indeed the message that the teacher wishes to comminizate, all is
well and good. If the message is actually contrary to the teadher's
wishes, we have a situation where the design of the space contradicts
the teacher's instructional goals. In other words, ue have a
mismatch between envircmument and intention.

A seccod lesson is that inetnctional
111.7-'-di- _:=1 °L.* _I V-..11

mitiaLiszronamenttuvalsiggaineadlicti formatigge willawilnize the
stfsctivanittws2Ltbg-skatgraUDNtmagbtm. If ue do not
systematically analyze these effects and design a setting to sumort
ourwals, we can easily beoome "victimeM of the environment, far it
will affect behavior in ways that we didnct intend. This process of
environmental analysis is somewhat different for thowwix, are
preparing instructional materials and those who are providing live
instruction. As Tessmer and Harris (1992) have observed, designers
are not present to arrange seatinguten materials are used, so they
must anticipate the environment in which the activity will, take plaoe
and provide same guidance on seating arrangements in instructor or
sthdent manuals.

Fred Steele (1973) has ooined the tent "environmental ocapetence"
to refer to an auereness of the physical environment and its impact
and the ability to use or change that environment to suit one's
needs. Environmentally competent teachers and designers do not
assume that programs, materials, and activities will be equally
effective in any instructional environment. They do not leave the
design of instructional settings to custodians--who far too often are
responsible for the way our instructional settings are arranged.
Instead, they ask: %ghat will the learners be doing? Will they be
reading =writing independently, will they be engaged in cooperative
learning activities, will theybeliatdhing a videotape, will they be
collaborating in pairs at a microccmpiter? And then they design a
physical arrangement that supports these activities, wking
migargontgAggign an integral part of their :inionn.
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